Cryptography is a discipline of computer science and it has been generalized for security aspects from definition and concepts of computing systems. It is fulfilling the security requirements on systematic foundational issues. It has been treated as a branch of mathematics. Modern cryptography is mostly focusing on security problems, perfect definition and light-weight evolution methodology that suits short-memory devices with low computation and communication cost. The security mechanisms work as a backbone for information systems.
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In public key cryptography, ECC [12] - [13] has attracted the most attention from the research community in the last three decades. ECC has gained much popularity and is also dominating RSA/DSA systems today due to its higher computational speed on shorter key sizes. Scalar multiplication is a central operation of ECC that eventually depends on point addition and point doubling operations and these two operations depends on the finite field's arithmetic [14] .
Discrete Logarithmic Problem (DLP) is acting as a most sensitive part of cryptography which is in general generated on applied algorithms. The faster algorithms are running and compete with prompted in the computation and communication scenario [118] . DLP-ECC is working on a given two elliptic points and on the curve, to find the value of (generally secret key), such that-, which acts like a foundational building block in PKC [15] . It computes cryptographic function in the forward direction using repeated point additions (ADDs) and point doublings (DBLs) operations. It is known as scalar multiplication. But, the adversaries try to find the secret key on the generated scalar multiplication values, which has been considered negligible to revert back to ECC. ECC is a center of attraction due to better security and performance on shorter key sizes with a low costs and attracting the most attention in suitability almost for all applications concerning which takes less memory to implement devices..
The rapid growth on memory and low cost arithmetic in cryptographic applications are attracting the most attention in the recent scenario. Edwards curves are used in the field of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), where Harold Edwards in 2007 [44] first studied about a family of curves for (ECC). Thus, Edward's curves are considered as a family of elliptic curves that are often used for cryptographic functions. These are existing over finite fields arithmetic and practically applied for security measures. The foundation of these curves is based on the mathematical formulation. Twisted Edward's curves are a generalization of the Edwards curves.
The generalized curves are used in important security schemes as well and are well worth studying.
Bernstein and Lange developed various applications for Edward's curves in cryptography [46] . They also pointed out several advantages of Edwards form in comparison to the more well known Weierstrass form. Here we have summarized works related to Edward's and twisted Edward's curves:- Edward's followed addition law on the results produced from the Gauss/Euler example and generalized it in the form of elliptic curve to do the arithmetic on this curve in [44] .
The general equation of Edwards curves is:
, for some scalar, where .
One another form for Edward's curves is also available with c and d parameters such as:
, where with .
The reviews on addition, doubling and a dual addition-doubling law for Edwards and Twisted Edwards curves fulfill the criteria into the complete curves. The following terms such as unified refers to addition formula is remain valid throughout when two input points are identical and it can also be used for point doubling, and the term complete refers to the addition formula for all inputs.
The Edwards addition law: The Edwards curves (18) Affine Doubling Formulae (independent of d):
The dual addition law: Hisil et al. in [21] introduced the addition law (21) The dual addition law is the same likely treated as Edward's addition law; nevertheless there are some of the exceptional cases. operations on the substitution of multiplication with square on the fact that a square cost is less than multiplication. The conventional approach also works for the same and its significance is in protecting Simple Side-Channel Attacks (SSCA).
 Hisil et al.
[21] introduced a fast algorithm for twisted Edward's curves and pushing the recent speed limits on performing group operations on a wide range of applications. The faster algorithm for point addition is presented in paper is 9M+1S. It is also described the new addition algorithm is implemented on four processors gaining the reduced cost to 2M. In addition to it, the presented algorithm is natural protection on simple power analysis from side channel attacks.
 Bernstein at al. in [48] suggested to use Elliptic curve method for Edwards curves that pointed out the improvement above the arithmetic level as follows: (1) on behalf of Montgomery curves they used Edwards curves; (2) using extended twisted Edward's curves; (3) addition-subtraction chains on used sliding window method; (4) on increased window size to extend on chosen base points and small parameters curves.
 Abdulrahman and Masoleh in 2015 [30] solved the problem of Edwards and Twisted
Edwards curves on 4-processors and 8-processors respectively on the cost of 2M+1S+1D+2A and 2M+3A.
This chapter is organized as follows: section 3.2 is parallelized for Edward's curves on 4-processor architecture. This contains the Edwards curve problem on two coordinates that solves for 4-processors architecture. The advantages we get in the form of computation cost. Similarly we solve the problem of extended twisted Edward's curves which is based on 8-processors with its computational cost in section 3.3. Finally, we summarize our work.
PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE ON EDWARDS
In The coordinates of point additions are as follows:
Whereas the coordinates of point doublings are as follows:
The proposed method is solving this problem for ADD-DBL operations on the reduced computational complexity from 2M+1S+1D+3A [30] to 2M+1S+1D+2A based on the 4-processors, as shown in Figure 3 .1. The comparative study in relation to the proposed scheme is showing a significant improvement in addition. 
In a special case , needed DBLs and ADDs operations are and respectively, considering that arithmetic subtraction and addition are equal. The proposed composite (ADD+DBL=ADDDBL) operation for this curve is solved for both ADD and DBL operations in 5 steps on splitting the computational task on 8-processors in [30] . This is reported to be the fastest way to do the scalar multiplication. According to this, the effective time has been reduced to operations on 8 processors.
Our proposed scheme is achieving faster scalar multiplication result, as shown in According to our proposed work, we solved the same problem for the scalar multiplication at 4-states, which takes a shorter clock cycle to initiate the process in one's multiplication reduction (in relation to the previously proposed work) and it is considered as an immense contribution to the overall performance improvement. The dependency graph using equation (9) and (10) shows two equations require a computational cost of one's multiplication operation in saving. The ADDDBL operation scheme is on eight independent processes, i.e., process 1 to process 8-where finite arithmetic operations are represented by a circle and it is labeled according to the type of operations. In the proposed scheme, it is explicitly the squaring ( operation is performed and multiplication ( operation is carried out. On the prime extended twisted The comparative time complexity to complete the point ADDs and point DBLs takes the shorter clock cycle to initiate the same. Finally, in Table 3 .1, we linked the related parallel schemes and its required complexities on key sizes s={192,224,256,384,521}. There are two parameters (Multiplication and Subtraction), our contribution is reflecting at the level of multiplication costs (bits) only with respect to the used key (bits), whereas our subtraction cost is remain the same to the previously proposed solution, therefore here in our contribution this parameter we didn't considered and we have not shown in our thesis.
SUMMARY
This chapter makes contribution of significant improvement in performance for the scalar multiplication techniques proposed for the Edwards and extended twisted Edwards curves. The problem statements have been defined on 4-processors and 8-processors having to gain the computational efficiency for Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). The ECC is justifying the security strength and effectiveness on the shorter key lengths. The comparative reduction cost on the 4-processors is to and on the 8-processors is to .
